
The Bear Valley 
Exchange
Exchanging information, concerns and ideas 
for the benefit of the whole community

www.thebvexchange.com



What our people have said:

Social media is 
too negative. I am 
not comfortable 
participating in 
that way.

It's hard for some 
people to make it 
to the meetings 
and stay informed.

I want to know 
about and have 
input into how my 
tax dollars are 
being spent.



What is The Bear Valley Exchange?

It is a virtual town hall designed facilitate engagement and help the District and 
the Community by:

● getting more people involved
● building community trust and wellbeing
● using District resources efficiently
● gathering information directly from the community so that our decision 

making is aligned with residents' values and goals



Civil & Accessible
● Civil discussion is ensured by live, unbiased, 3rd party moderation, 24/7 

● The site is ADA compliant to serve people who may have access needs

● Built-in Google Translate makes the site accessible to the 6% of our 
population who are foreign born and may better understand complex 
information when presented in their native language.



Our purpose is to serve and support the community

Through this platform: .

➔ Inform

We are able to provide accurate, objective information to our community in a 
timely manner.

➔ Consult
We are able to obtain feedback from residents in the form of their analysis, 
issues, and alternative ideas.

➔ Involve

We can work with our residents to make sure that their concerns and values are 
understood and considered.

➔ Collaborate

We can show our residents how their input matters.



Inform
Existing projects are presented with a detailed history. Future projects will include 
detailed information including documents, timelines, and a thorough explanation.

➔ What
What do we want to do?

➔ Why
Why do we feel this is necessary, why do we want to do it the way we're proposing?

➔ How
How will this project serve the community, how much will it cost?

➔ When
A detailed breakdown of the timeline for the project and important meeting dates and 
milestones.

➔ What
Who will be affected by the project? Who is performing the work?



Consult
We are able to collect resident feedback through the use of built in tools

➔ Forums
Create a space for discussions about projects

➔ Ideas
Virtual 'post-it' notes for residents to add their ideas to a collective board to inspire us and help 
us align our priorities with the community

➔ Stories
Our residents can tell us how these proposed changes have or will affect them, and can share 
experiences with each other

➔ Questions
This is an issues management and risk mitigation tool that allows us to address community 
concerns

➔ Polls & Surveys
Allow us to drill down on specific topics and gather real-time insights



Involve
We will be able to show residents the 
feedback we've gathered, and how 
we've applied that knowledge to our 
decision-making processes.



The Bear Valley Exchange
We know our best decisions are made 
when our community provides input.

This platform makes meaningful 
engagement easy for both the District 
and the Community.

www.thebvexchange.com


